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Abstract: To address the shortage of relief in disaster areas during the early stages after an earthquake,
a location-routing problem (LRP) was studied from the perspective of fairness. A multi-objective
model for the fair LRP was developed by lexicographic order object optimal method in consideration
of the urgent window constraints, partial road damage, multimodal relief delivery, disaster severity,
and vulnerability of each demand node when its demand is not satisfied. The goals of this model
are to minimize (1) the maximum loss of demand node, (2) the total loss of demand node, and (3)
the maximum time required for the demand node to receive relief. A hybrid heuristic algorithm
was proposed to solve the model. Finally, the utility and fairness of the model and algorithm were
demonstrated by a case study during the first day after the great Wenchuan earthquake in China.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, earthquake disasters have caused large numbers of human casualties and property
losses. To effectively reduce earthquake damage, relief must be sent to the demand nodes in the
shortest possible time after the earthquake. Scholars generally believe that the emergency facility
location allocation problem (LAP) and emergency vehicle routing problem (VRP) in the available
transportation network are two of the most challenging issues in emergency logistics systems after
earthquakes. LAP and VRP are dependent on each other and influence each other. Thus, the overall
design and optimization of LAP and VRP must be carefully performed. In addition, available research
on the location-routing problem (LRP) in emergency logistics systems after earthquakes should be
considered (Caunhye et al. [1], Bozorgi-Amiri et al. [2], Du [3], and Peng et al. [4]).

LRP in emergency logistics systems has become a hot spot in current disaster research. Yi and
Odamar (2007) formulated an integrated LRP model for the supply of relief and evacuation of wounded
people during disaster response [5]. Sheu (2007) built a multi-objective dynamic programming model
using hybrid fuzzy clustering optimization approach, the two objectives of the model were to minimize
distribution cost and maximize demand fill rate [6]. Mete and Zabinsky (2010) proposed a stochastic
optimization approach for the storage and distribution problem of medical supplies. They balanced
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the preparedness and risk despite the uncertainties of disaster events [7]. Vitoriano et al. (2011)
reported a multi-criteria optimization model dealing with cost, time, and priority for humanitarian
aid distribution, and presented an illustrative case study based on the 2010 catastrophic earthquake
in Haiti [8]. Dai et al. (2012) considered a joint decision problem of locating distribution centers and
scheduling routes for delivery vehicles and formulated a chance-constrained programming model
for the fuzzy dynamic LRP. The goal of the model was to minimize the total time required to deliver
relief materials to all affected areas. They proposed a two-phase heuristic algorithm to solve the
model [9]. Li et al. (2013) investigated a joint decision problem involving emergency facility location
allocation and multimodal transportation scheduling, developed a multi-objective location-multimodal
transportation model to minimize the total delivery time and total losses due to insufficient relief,
and proposed a non-dominated sort genetic algorithm based on a bi-dimensional encoding method
to solve the model [10]. Wang et al. (2014) constructed an integer nonlinear open LRP model for
relief distribution by considering vehicle travel time, total cost, and road reliability with split delivery.
They designed a non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm and a non-dominated sorting differential
evolution algorithm to solve the proposed model [11]. Ruan et al. (2014) developed a clustering-based
approach for the intermodal transportation of medical supplies in disasters; their approach involved
two stages: (1) determine the network of helicopters-vehicles intermodal transportation and (2) build
a clustering-based route-optimization model to plan the routes of vehicle travel [12]. Ma et al. (2014)
considered a fuzzy multi-objective open LRP for relief delivery and developed a chance-constrained
programming open LRP model with the objectives of minimizing the total delivery time and total
system cost. They designed a hybrid genetic algorithm to solve the proposed problem [13]. Rath and
Gutjahr (2014) suggested that a supply system with intermediate warehouses should be established
to provide relief to people affected by a natural disaster. They formulated an optimization model
with three objective functions (medium-term economic, short-term economic, and humanitarian) and
proposed an exact solution method along with a math-heuristic technique to solve the proposed
problem [14]. Rennemo et al. (2014) proposed a three-stage mixed-integer stochastic programming
model for relief distribution in the response phase. The three stages were: (1) determine which
distribution centers are to be opened; (2) determine vehicle routing decisions; and (3) deal with the
uncertainty in network infrastructure [15]. Ahmadi et al. (2015) studied a humanitarian logistics
model for disaster relief, proposed a multi-depot LRP model to determine the locations of local
depots and routing for last-mile relief distribution after an earthquake, and designed a variable
neighborhood search algorithm to solve the deterministic model [16]. Liu et al. (2016) considered
a new LRP for the post-earthquake delivery of relief from the viewpoint of integrated optimization.
By considering (1) the stochastic vehicle time determined by the location and topography of relief
points, (2) the urgent window constraints, (3) the fuzzy demands of relief materials, and (4) the urgency
of post-earthquake rescue time, they developed a chance-constrained programming model for the
fuzzy LRP with the goal of minimizing the total time required to deliver relief and the total cost.
The authors proposed a hybrid immune genetic algorithm to solve the model [17]. Moreno et al. (2016)
considered a multi-period location-transportation problem involving the reuse of vehicles in emergency
logistics, and developed two stochastic mixed-integer programming models to integrate and coordinate
facility location, transportation, and fleet-sizing decisions under uncertainty [18]. Sharma et al. (2017)
considered the problem of locating the temporary blood banks during and post-disaster conditions.
Blood banks must be located in such a way that it is able to serve the demand of hospitals with
minimum response time. Tabu search heuristic was employed to calculate the optimal number of
temporary blood centers, and Bayesian belief network was employed to prioritize the factors for
locating the temporary blood facilities [19]. Kim et al. (2018) focused on the problem of logistics
service provider selection for disaster preparation based on a socio-technical systems perspective, and
developed a hybrid multi-criteria decision-making model for logistics service provider selection in
the disaster preparedness stage [20]. Zhang et al. (2018) presented an exploration of the sustainable
multi-depot emergency LRP with uncertain information, constructed an uncertain multi-objective LRP
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model for emergency response by considering vehicle travel time, emergency relief costs and carbon
dioxide emissions. They designed a hybrid intelligent algorithm that integrates uncertain simulation
and a genetic algorithm to solve the proposed problem [21]. By considering the uncertain demand for
relief supplies, inaccurate information regarding victims, aftershocks, and extensively damaged road
networks, and aerial transport vehicles, Alinaghian et al. (2019) formulated a new mathematical model
for location of temporary relief centers and dynamic routing of aerial rescue vehicles distributing basic
supplies in relief operations, and designed an improved hybrid metaheuristic algorithm based on
scatter search combined with variable neighborhood search to solve the proposed LRP [22].

One of the main problems influencing the relief delivery is the state of the road network in
the affected areas. The road network may be destroyed to a certain extent (Maya Duque et al. [23],
Celik [24], Li et al. [25], Kou et al. [26]). To restore the connectivity of post-disaster networks, Akbari
and Akbari (2017) studied a multi-vehicle synchronized arc routing problem. They developed an exact
mixed integer programming formulation (MIP) for relief delivery, and proposed a heuristic based on
an MIP-relaxation and a local search algorithm to solve this problem [27]. To delivery vital relief to
affected areas, Vahdani et al. (2018) developed an integer nonlinear multi-objective, multi-period, and
multi-commodity model by considering emergency roadway repair. The non-dominated sorting genetic
algorithm-II (NSGA-II) and multi-objective particle swarm optimization (MOPSO) were employed
to solve the proposed problem [28]. To solve the post-disaster road network repair work scheduling
and relief logistics problem, Li and Teo (2019) incorporated road network repair work schedules and
relief logistics within the same framework, developed a multi-period bi-level programming model,
and presented a maximum relative satisfaction degree-based steady-state parallel genetic algorithm to
solve the proposed problem [29].

Emergency logistics of relief delivery requires a more formal treatment of equity. Equity cannot
be ignored in the research on last-mile logistics for humanitarian interventions (Starr et al. [30],
Chao et al. [31], Zhang et al. [32]). Emergency logistics must bring relief to all demand nodes in
an equitable manner after disaster, even if this is far from being efficient. Emergency logistics cannot
refuse to serve remote demand nodes because the costs are too high. Therefore, it is difficult for decision
makers to make ethical choices when relief is insufficient to satisfy all demands. This efficiency–equity
tension is a characteristic distinction between emergency logistics problems and regular commercial
operations, that is, the objective function is different and sometimes hard to determine (Altay et al. [33],
Alhassany et al. [34], Selvamuthu et al. [35]). Last-mile distribution of emergency logistics is the most
challenging of the relief supply network elements, and typically requires the decision makers to
overcome the impact of a degraded communications and physical infrastructure (bridges and roads,
for example) (Tatham et al. [36], Nayak et al. [37], Challa et al. [38]). Humanitarian organizations
usually work diligently to save lives using scarce emergency resources, competing for donor money, and
operating in complex environments during and post-disaster periods (Gupta et al. [39]). For example,
in the early stage after the Ya’an earthquake, the distribution of relief was unfair. The times to bring
relief to some demand nodes relatively near the distribution center were relatively long, and some
demand nodes were even ignored (Xue and Feng [40], Song et al. [41], Ahmed et al. [42]).

Although the existing studies have made significant advances related to LRP in emergency logistics
systems, several research gaps still exist, including the following: (1) most of the existing literature
assumes that the quantity of relief is sufficient to satisfy all demands, and the shortage of relief after
earthquakes has been given little consideration; (2) although the timeliness and economical efficiency
of relief distribution after earthquakes have been extensively studied, the fairness of relief distribution
has received little attention; and (3) most of the existing literature assumes that the importance of
emergency supplies reaching each demand node is the same; the disaster severity at each demand
node and the degree to which demand goes unsatisfied at each demand node are less well-studied.
In the early stages after an earthquake, it is difficult to distribute emergency supplies from outside
the disaster area to demand nodes in a short period of time. At the same time, prepositioned relief
in the disaster areas cannot usually meet the needs of all affected areas (Du [3], Chen and Zhao [43],
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An [44], Wang et al. [45], and Ge et al. [46]). People affected by disasters are both physically and
mentally vulnerable; thus, if the distribution of relief is inequitable, it may arouse victims’ anger and
even result in mass incidents, leading to serious consequences (Yu et al. [47], Cao et al. [48]). Therefore,
emergency relief work should put people first, and emergency supplies should be distributed fairly in
the case of relief shortage in a disaster area in early post-earthquake stages. To consider relief shortage
in the early period after an earthquake, Du [3] and Wang et al. [45] constructed an LRP model with
the goal of minimizing the total time required to distribute relief distribution along with the total
loss of demand nodes. To study the fair distribution of relief in disaster areas, Chen and Zhao [43]
constructed a bi-object optimization model incorporating fairness. The objectives of this model were (1)
to maximize the delivery of supplies and (2) minimize the maximum transport time among the affected
areas. To ensure the fair distribution of relief, Zhen et al. (2013) established a bi-level optimization
model to maximize the relief satisfaction ratio of demand nodes [49]. An (2010) studied the fairness
and efficiency of the first batch of distributed relief after a disaster by grouping the demand nodes
according to the priority and establishing a fair distribution model. The goals of the model were fairness
among all groups and fairness within each group [44]. Pang et al. (2012) presented a transportation
and distribution model of relief aimed at minimizing the system losses by considering the constraints
of emergency response time and fairness [50]. Zhang et al. (2015) constructed a fair distribution
model of relief based on fairness theory [51]. Wang et al. (2013) applied the value function in prospect
theory to measure people’s perceived satisfaction with regard to emergency responsiveness [45]. They
presented a multi-objective nonlinear integer model for planning relief allocation in the initial period of
unconventional emergencies; this model quantifies people’s satisfaction with the timeliness, demand,
and economic utility of relief. However, the existing studies did not simultaneously account for
the fair allocation and distribution of relief in the case of relief shortages in disaster areas in early
post-earthquake stages.

This paper investigates LRP for the case of relief shortage during the early stage after an earthquake
from the perspective of fairness and presents an overall plan for the fair allocation and distribution of
relief. A loss function for demand node is formulated by considering the severity of the disaster along
with the vulnerability of each demand node. A multi-objective model for the fair LRP is developed by
lexicographic order object optimal method by considering urgent window constraints, partial road
damage, multimodal relief delivery, disaster severity, and vulnerability of each demand node when
its demand is unsatisfied. The goals of the LRP model were to (1) minimize the maximum loss of
demand nodes, which is the index of fair allocation of relief, (2) minimize the total loss of all nodes,
which is the index of relief utility, and (3) minimize the maximum time required for demand nodes
to receive relief, which is the index of efficiency of relief distribution. A hybrid heuristic algorithm
(HHA) was proposed to solve the LRP model. Finally, the feasibility and validity of the model and
the HHA were demonstrated by camp distribution in the first day after the Wenchuan earthquake in
China. The experimental results show that the proposed approaches not only quickly solve the relief
distribution program in the prescribed period after the earthquake, but also take fairness and utility
into consideration.

2. LRP Model for Fair Distribution of Relief

2.1. Problem Description

Several appropriate distribution centers must be built in a disaster area after an earthquake to
quickly deliver relief to each demand node. To clarify the scope of this article, the following hypotheses
are put forward: (1) there is a shortage of relief in the early post-earthquake stage; (2) if the demand
node is a connected island, the relief is delivered by helicopter; otherwise, the relief is delivered by
vehicle; (3) for large demand nodes, the “demand segmentation” strategy is used simultaneously for
both direct delivery and common delivery; (4) demand nodes can be served several times; and (5) the
amount of relief distribution equipment is limited; the equipment starts at the distribution center and
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returns to the same distribution center afterwards. The decision problem deals with how to fairly
allocate and distribute relief.

2.2. Sets and Parameters

B{b|b = 1, 2, ..., |B|} = set of candidate distribution centers;
BQb = amount of relief that distribution centers b can provide;
V{r|r = 1, 2, ..., |V|} = set of vehicles;
VQr = load capacity of vehicle r, where VQmin is the smallest load capacity of vehicle;
VSr = speed of vehicle r;
H{k|k = 1, 2, ..., |H|} = set of helicopters;
HQk = load capacity of helicopter k, where HQmin is the smallest load capacity of helicopter;
HSk = speed of helicopter k;
si = amount of relief needed by demand node i;
di = actual amount of relief allocated to node i based on the standards of fairness, di ≤ si;
BC

{
f
∣∣∣ f = 1, 2, ..., |BC|

}
= set of large demand nodes in which the actual amount of allocated relief

exceeds VQmin or HQmin;
SC{m|m = 1, 2, ..., |SC|} = set of small demand nodes in which the actual amount of allocated relief

is less than VQmin or HQmin and the virtual demand nodes generated from large demand nodes by the
segmentation strategy;

C{c|c = 1, 2, ..., |BC|+ |SC|} = set of all demand nodes, C = BC∪ SC;
N = B∪C = set of all nodes in the emergency logistics network, i, j ∈ N;
ηi j ∈ {0, 1} = 1 if the road between node i and node j is connected and 0 otherwise;
qi j = distance between node i and node j
ϑi j = maximum allowable speed of the vehicle between node i and node j;
VTir = time that vehicle r arrives at node i; if i ∈ B, VTir = 0;
VTi jr = time that vehicle r arrives at node j from node i, VTi jr = qi j/min(ϑi j, VSr);
HTik = time that helicopter k arrives at node i; if i ∈ B, HTik = 0;
HTi jk = time that helicopter k arrives at node j from node i, HTi jk = qi j/HSk;
T = time limit of relief distribution.
Decision variables:
yb = 1 if the candidate distribution center b(b ∈ B) is opened and 0 otherwise;
βbi = 1 if the node i(i ∈ C) is allocated to b(b ∈ B) and 0 otherwise;
ei jkb = 1 if helicopter k of distribution center b flies to node j( j ∈ C) from node i(i ∈ C) and

0 otherwise;
ϕi jrb = 1, if vehicle r of distribution center b travels to node j( j ∈ C) from node i(i ∈ C) and

0 otherwise.

2.3. Fair Allocation of Relief

Du [3], Sheng [52], Balinski [53], Medernach and Sanlaville [54], and Ge et al. [46] believe that
the fair allocation of relief should take equity and efficiency into consideration. Xue and Feng [40]
quantified the effect of fair relief allocation in the case of a serious relief shortage after a disaster by
introducing the proportion of demand that was not satisfied into the negative utility function. Pang
and Liu [55], and Du et al. [56] reported that the fair allocation of relief should conform to the Nash
equilibrium in the game. By considering the disaster severity and the vulnerability of each demand
node when its demand is unsatisfied, this paper takes a people-oriented approach and constructs a loss
function that fairly allocates relief in order to reduce the loss of demand nodes.

We define $i as the loss of demand node i when its demand is unsatisfied; D is the total amount
of allocated relief at all nodes; γ is the severity of the disaster, which is expressed by the earthquake
intensity, degree of damage, and the disaster category; and δi is the vulnerability of demand node i
when its demand is unsatisfied, which mainly depends on its location, personnel composition, extent
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of disaster, capability for disaster reduction, and disaster-bearing sensitivity (Ge et al. [46]). The loss
function of demand node i can be formulated as

$i =
δi

Dγ (si − di)
γ (1)

where 1
Dγ is demand normalization, and γ ≥ 1.

To measure the fairness of the relief allocation, the objective Z1, which minimizes the maximum
loss of the demand node, can be formulated as

Z1 = min( max
i∈C

$i ) (2)

2.4. Multi-Objective LRP Model for Fair Distribution of Relief

The lexicographic order multi-object planning method was employed to formulate a multi-objective
LRP model for the fair distribution of relief. The goals of this LRP model are to (1) minimize the
maximum loss of the demand node, which is the index of fair allocation of relief, (2) minimize the
total loss of all nodes, which is the index of relief utility, and (3) minimize the maximum time required
for the demand node to receive relief, which is the time indicator of fair delivery (Du [3], Chen and
Zhao [43], Huang et al. [57], and Campbell et al. [58]). The multi-objective LRP model for the fair
distribution of relief is as follows:

min lex P1 P2 P3 (3)

P1 = Z1 (4)

P2 =
∑
i∈C

$i (5)

P3 = min( max VTir, max HTik ) (6)

s.t
∑
i∈C

di ≤
∑
b∈B

BQbyb (7)

∑
i∈C

diβbi ≤ BQb,∀b ∈ B (8)

∑
i∈C

∑
j∈C

diϕi jrb ≤ VQr,∀r ∈ V,∀b ∈ B (9)

∑
i∈C

∑
j∈C

diei jkb ≤ HQk,∀k ∈ H,∀b ∈ B (10)

∑
j∈B∪C

ϕi jrb =
∑

i∈B∪C

ϕ jirb,∀ j ∈ B∪C,∀r ∈ V,∀b ∈ B (11)

∑
j∈B∪C

ei jkb =
∑

i∈B∪C

e jikb,∀ j ∈ B∪C,∀k ∈ H,∀b ∈ B (12)

∑
i∈B

∑
j∈C

ϕi jrb ≥ 1,∀r ∈ V,∀b ∈ B (13)

∑
i∈B

∑
j∈C

ei jkb ≥ 1,∀k ∈ H,∀b ∈ B (14)

∑
i∈B

∑
j∈C

∑
k∈H

ei jkb ≤ 1,∀b ∈ B (15)
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∑
i∈B

∑
j∈C

∑
r∈V

ϕi jrb ≤ 1,∀b ∈ B (16)

∑
b∈B

∑
j∈C

∑
r∈V

ϕbjrb ≥ yb,∀b ∈ B (17)

∑
j∈C

ϕbjrb ≤ yb,∀b ∈ B,∀r ∈ V (18)

∑
b∈B

∑
j∈C

∑
k∈H

ebjkb ≥ yb,∀b ∈ B (19)

∑
j∈C

ebjkb ≤ yb,∀b ∈ B,∀k ∈ H (20)

VT jr = VTir + VTi jr,∀ j ∈ C,∀i ∈ B∪C,∀r ∈ V (21)

HT jk = HTik + HTi jk,∀ j ∈ G,∀i ∈ B∪C,∀k ∈ H (22)

VTir ≤ T, HTik ≤ T (23)

yb ∈ {0, 1}, βbi ∈ {0, 1}, ei jkb ∈ {0, 1},ϕi jrb ∈ {0, 1} (24)

Objective function (3) means fair distribution of relief. Constraint (4) is the maximum loss of
demand node. Constraint (5) is the total loss of all demand nodes. Constraint (6) is the maximum time
required for the demand node to receive relief. Constraint (7) ensures that the total amount of relief held
at all open distribution centers is not less than the total amount of actual relief allocated at all nodes.
Constraint (8) ensures that the total allocation quantity of the demand nodes, which are allocated to each
opened distribution center, does not exceed available relief amount of the corresponding distribution
center. Constraints (9) and (10) guarantee that the volume of all relief distributed to demand nodes
by a vehicle or helicopter does not exceed capacity. Constraints (11) and (12) guarantee the route
continuity of vehicles and helicopters. If a vehicle or helicopter enters a node, it must depart from the
same node. Constraints (13) and (14) guarantee the elimination of sub-tour. Each route connects to at
least one distribution center. Constraints (15) and (16) mean that each vehicle or helicopter is assigned
to at least one distribution center. Constraints (17) and (18) guarantee that a vehicle is assigned to
a distribution center as long as it is opened, and vehicles are only assigned to open distribution centers.
Constraints (19) and (20) guarantee that a helicopter is assigned to a distribution center as long as it is
opened, and helicopters are only assigned to open distribution centers. Constraint (21) indicates the
time that a vehicle arrives at the demand node. Constraint (22) indicates the time that a helicopter
arrives at the demand node. Constraint (23) indicates the time limit of a vehicle or helicopter arriving
at the demand nodes. Constraint (24) defines the binary restrictions on the variables.

3. Hybrid Heuristic Algorithm

The traditional method of solving a multi-objective optimization problem is to first convert
multiple objectives into a single objective and then use a single-objective optimization method to
solve the proposed problem. However, it is difficult to realize real multi-objective optimization using
traditional methods. In recent years, researchers have designed a variety of methods, including the
constraint method, hierarchical sequence method, efficiency coefficient method, evaluation function
method, and analytic hierarchy process, to solve multi-objective optimization problems based on
the Pareto solution set. The hierarchical sequence method sorts all the goals in order of importance
and then obtains the optimal solution for the most important goal. The optimal solution of the next
most important target is then obtained under the premise of guaranteeing the optimal solution of the
preceding objective. LRP-solving algorithms mainly include two-stage algorithms, which have shorter
running times, and global solving algorithms, which have longer running times but better LRP plans
(Peng et al. [4], Yi and Ozdamar [5], Sheu [6], Mete and Zabinsky [7]).
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To obtain a better LRP solution, this paper designs a HHA comprising a greedy algorithm
combined with an ant colony algorithm using a hierarchical sequence method. The specific steps of the
HHA are as follows:

Procedure 1: Algorithm initialization. Input the data of the emergency logistics network. Define
MAXiter as the maximum number of iterations of the HHA. Set the values of BQb, VQr, VSr, VQmin,
HQk, HSr, HQmin, T, ηi j, si, γ, δi, and MAXiter. The greatest loss of demand node Z1 = ∞, the total loss
of all demand nodes ZS = ∞, maximum time required for the demand node to receive relief ZT = ∞,
and the current number of iterations iter = 1.

Procedure 2: Fair relief allocation by greedy algorithm. Step 1: Allocate relief randomly. Step 2:
Use Formula (1) to calculate the loss of each demand node Ziter

1 and the total loss of all demand nodes
ZSiter in current iteration. If Ziter

1 ≤ Z1 and ZSiter ≤ ZS, then Z1 = Ziter
1 and ZS = ZSiter, and proceed to

Procedure 3; otherwise, transfer 10 percent of relief allocated to the node with the smallest loss to the
node with the biggest loss, and proceed to Step 2.

Procedure 3: Allocating demand nodes to distribution centers by greedy algorithm. Step 1: Define
XB as the set of open distribution centers, and XB = φ. Step 2: Randomly select Bm distribution
centers from set B. Calculate

∑
b∈XB

BQb, which is the total amount of available relief supplied by set XB.

If
∑
i∈C

di ≤
∑

b∈XB
BQb, proceed to Step 3; otherwise, XB = φ, and proceed to Step 2. Step 3: Define WC

as the set of all unallocated demand nodes; define FPb as the current total amount of relief allocated
to the open distribution center b(b ∈ XB), and FPb = 0; and define JBbj as the set of demand nodes
allocated to b(b ∈ XB), and JBbj = φ. Step 4: Select b(b ∈ XB) at random. Calculate the distance qbj,
j( j ∈WC). Sort unallocated demand nodes and place them in a queue in order from smallest to largest
in consideration of qbj. Step 5: First, allocate the demand node j( j ∈ WC) ranked first in the queue,
FPb = FPb + d j. If FPb ≤ BQb, j <WC, j ∈ JBbj, and j = j + 1; otherwise, b = b + 1. Step 6: If WC = φ,
proceed to Procedure 4; otherwise, proceed to Step 4.

Procedure 4: Determine the delivery method of the demand nodes. Step 1: Define VJBbj as the set
of demand nodes to which relief is delivered by vehicle, and define HJBbj as the set of demand nodes to
which relief is delivered by helicopter. Step 2: Randomly select b(b ∈ XB) to obtain the corresponding
set JBbj,b < XB. Step 3: Randomly select j( j ∈ JBbj): (1) if ηbj = 1, j ∈ VJBbj, else, j ∈ HJBbj; and (2) if
VTi jr ≤ T, j ∈ VJBbj; else, j ∈ HJBbj. Step 4: If XB = φ, proceed to Procedure 5; otherwise, proceed to
Step 2.

Procedure 5: Planning relief delivery solution using the ant colony algorithm (Li, 2004 [59]). Step 1:
Randomly select b(b ∈ XB) to obtain the corresponding sets VJBbj and HJBbj, b < XB. Step 2: Optimize
the vehicle routes for sets VJBbj and plan the helicopter routes for sets HJBbj. Step 3: If XB = φ,
proceed to Procedure 6; otherwise, proceed to Step 1.

Procedure 6: Algorithm ending rule. Step 1: Obtain ZTiter, which is the maximum time required
for the demand node to receive relief in this iteration. Step 2: If ZTiter ≤ ZT, then ZT = ZTiter. Step 3:
Compute iter = iter + 1. If iter ≤MAXiter, proceed to Procedure 2; otherwise, end the algorithm and
output the optimal solution.

4. Case Study

The Great Wenchuan Earthquake, which occurred in Sichuan Province, China on May 12, 2008,
measured 8.0 on the Richter scale. The distribution of relief tents on the first day after the earthquake
is studied herein for the 11 areas most severely affected by the disaster (Table 1), and three candidate
distribution centers (Table 4) to supply tents. Test data based on Du [3] are used to test the LRP model
and HHA. The details of the test data are given as follows:

(1) Demand node information. The demand nodes include the 11 areas most severely affected by the
disaster. The 11 demand nodes are Wenchuan (V1), Mianzhu (V2), Beichuan (V3), Qingchuan
(V4), Maoxian (V5), Dujiangyan (V6), Anxian (V7), Pingwu (V8), Pengzhou (V9), Jiangyou (V10),
and Deyang (V11). The vulnerability and demand of each node are given in Table 1.
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(2) Candidate distribution center information. The three candidate distribution centers are Chengdu
(V12), Mianyang (V13), and Guangyuan (V15). The amount of relief available at each candidate
distribution center is shown in Table 4.

(3) Distribution equipment information. Each candidate distribution center has 10 large trucks,
six medium trucks, nine light trucks, and two helicopters. The speed of each mode of transportation
is given in Table 2.

(4) Logistics network information. The topology of the logistics network is illustrated in Figure 1,
where Jiange (V14) is a transfer point. The links between nodes in Figure 1 represent the available
road. A thicker link indicates that vehicles can travel on the road at a greater speed. Figure 1
shows the road network in Sichuan Province, China (Baidu Map).

(5) In Table 3, a and b represent the distance and maximum allowable speed between nodes, respectively.

The HHA described in Section 3 was programmed in Matlab 2013a. We set MAXiter = 1000,
γ = 2, and T = 8 h. The speed of tent loading/unloading was assumed to be 60 tents per minute.
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Table 1. Demand and vulnerability of each node.

Demand Node V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 V7 V8 V9 V10 V11

demand amount 3458 3647 969 1545 818 439 1348 3215 577 1002 3199
vulnerability 1.7 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.7 1 1.4 1.7 1 1.4 1

Table 2. Available distribution equipment of each candidate distribution center.

Device Large Truck Medium Truck Light Truck Helicopter

capacity (unit) 2100 650 360 2000
speed (km/hr) 50 30 20 500
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Table 3. Distance and maximum allowable speed between nodes.

Link (a, b) Link (a, b) Link (a, b) Link (a, b)

V1–V5 (39, 24) V1–V6 (78, 29) V2–V6 (85, 32) V2–V7 (48, 48)
V2–V9 (55, 27) V2–V11 (36, 38) V2–V13 (88, 46) V3–V5 (89, 22)
V3–V7 (37, 45) V3–V8 (131, 26) V3–V10 (48, 38) V3–V11 (85, 35)
V4–V5 (251, 27) V4–V8 (116, 30) V4–V10 (155, 47) V4–V14 (120, 34)
V4–V15 (145, 52) V5–V8 (211, 24) V5–V9 (41, 44) V5–V10 (131, 22)
V6–V9 (35, 37) V6–V12 (59, 47) V7–V10 (48, 48) V7–V13 (17, 43)
V8–V10 (120, 29) V8–V14 (146, 40) V9–V12 (41, 44) V10–V13 (46, 64)

V10–V14 (105, 50) V11–V12 (74, 53) V11–V13 (53, 60) V13–V14 (185, 52)
V14–V15 (127, 64)

Table 4. Relief available at each candidate distribution center.

Distribution Center V12 V13 V15

available tent 7000 4000 3000

4.1. Validity of Relief Allocation

The actual allocated amount of tent (AAAT) and loss of each demand node was calculated by
our method (OM), the local fair allocation method (LFA) proposed by Chen and Zhao [43], and the
proportion allocation method (PA) proposed by Zhang et al. [51]. The results are shown in Table 5.
The largest loss of node (LLN), smallest loss of node (SLN), and total loss of all nodes (TLAN) were
calculated by using the above three methods. The results are shown in Table 6.

Table 5. AAAT and the loss of each demand node.

Node V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 V7 V8 V9 V10 V11

LFA
AAAT 1994 2406 969 973 472 253 1348 2024 334 1003 2224

loss 0.0089 0.0053 0 0.0011 0.0005 0.0001 0 0.0059 0.0001 0 0.0023

PA
AAAT 2395 2526 671 1070 566 304 933 2226 400 694 2215

loss 0.0047 0.0043 0.0003 0.0008 0.0003 0.0001 0.0006 0.0041 0.0001 0.0003 0.0024

M
AAAT 2706 2771 604 1070 459 30 933 2433 155 624 2215

loss 0.0024 0.0026 0.0005 0.0008 0.0005 0.0004 0.0006 0.0025 0.0004 0.0005 0.0024

Table 6. Results obtained by different allocation methods.

Allocation Method LLN SLN TLAN

LFA 0.0089 0 0.0243
PA 0.0047 0.0001 0.0178
OM 0.0026 0.0004 0.0136

The larger the gap between LLN and SLN, the more unfair the relief allocation is. Table 6 indicates
that the smallest gap between LLN (0.0026) and SLN (0.0004) was obtained by OM, followed by PA
(LLN = 0.0047, SLN = 0.0001) and LFA (LLN = 0.0089, SLN = 0). These results indicate that OM is more
reasonable and effective than the other two methods; OM can produce a more equitable allocation
of relief. In addition, OM and PA are global fair allocation methods that consider all demand nodes.
However, LFA is a local fair allocation method that first meets the needs of the nodes according to the
belongingness of relief. If there is surplus relief after the needs of the local area are met, the surplus
relief is transferred to nodes in the other areas. Tables 5 and 6 show that the loss of nodes obtained by
the global fair allocation method is more balanced, whereas the loss of nodes obtained by local fair
allocation method is unbalanced. Thus, the global fair allocation method is superior to the local fair
allocation method.

TLAN indicates the effectiveness of relief; the smaller the value of TLAN, the greater the utility of
relief. Table 6 shows that OM produces the largest utility of relief among the tested methods.
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4.2. Fairness of Distribution Time

The tent distribution solution shows that two helicopters, one light truck, one medium truck, and
seven large trucks are assigned to the delivery tent (Table 7). The maximum time for a node to receive
a tent is 6.73 h. The average time for a node to receive a tent is 3.45 h. 82% of demand nodes have
received tents in about 20% of the average time. The fair distribution of tents is effectively guaranteed
within the specified time.

Table 7. Tent delivery solution.

Distribution Center Route (Delivery Device, Delivery Time) Maximum Time

V12

V12–V1 (2 helicopters, 3.6 h)

3.62 h
V12–V9–V5 (1 medium truck, 3.62 h)

V12–V6 (1 light truck, 2.96 h)
V12–V11 (1 large truck, 2.6 h)

V12–V11–V2 (1 large truck, 3.35 h)

V13
V13–V7–V3 (1 large truck, 2.53 h)

5.48 hV13–V10–V8 (1 large truck, 5.48 h)
V13–V11–V2 (1 large truck, 3.54 h)

V15
V15–V4 (1 large truck, 6.73 h)

6.73 hV15–V14–V8 (1 large truck, 3.54 h)

The specific distribution routes are shown in Figure 2. From Figures 1 and 2, we can deduce that
national and provincial highways should by selected to effectively ensure the distribution of relief
after an earthquake because these highways can guarantee the passage of vehicles and can shorten
the distribution time. When the road to a demand node is difficult for a vehicle to pass, helicopters
should be assigned to deliver relief. In fact, roads in affected areas are often damaged to some extent
by earthquakes. This also highlights the need for multimodal relief delivery after earthquakes.Sustainability 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 12 of 16 
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The data in Tables 5.4 and 5.7 in Du [3] were adopted as the actual allocated amount of relief.
The actual allocated amount of relief is the product of the relief amount in Table 5.4 and the demand
satisfaction rates under three solutions of each node in Table 5.7. The loading/unloading speed of
mineral water was assumed to be 60 boxes per minute. In addition, Tables 2–4 and Figure 1 were
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employed to calculate the maximum time required for demand node to received relief by the HHA
proposed in this paper. The results obtained by the HHA and NSGA-II algorithms for the three
solutions proposed by Du [3] are shown in Table 8.

Table 8. Results of HHA and NSGA-II algorithms for three solutions.

Test Method
Solution 1 Solution 2 Solution 3

HHA NSGA-II HHA NSGA-II HHA NSGA-II

maximum time (hours) 6.44 7.6 12.47 19.9 7.87 9.3

Table 8 shows that HHA is better than NSGA-II. With respect to the maximum time required for
demand node to received relief, HHA is able to save 15% compared to NSGA-II at least, or even 37% at
most. This is attributed to the fact that the model proposed by Du [3] considered the distribution cost.
Thus, several light trucks were assigned to deliver relief. Although the cost of a light truck is cheaper
than the costs of other trucks, its speed of travel is slower, leading to a relatively long distribution time.
In addition, for disconnected nodes, helicopters are also used to deliver relief in this paper, effectively
shortening the delivery time. In the early days after an earthquake, relief must be delivered to the
demand nodes in the shortest possible time to effectively save people’s lives and treat the wounded.
Thus, the distribution tool with the fastest speed should be assigned to deliver relief, and helicopters
should be used in extreme cases.

Assuming that the parameters remain unchanged, we expanded the example of the candidate
distribution centers and demand nodes to test the running time of HHA in this paper (run environment:
CPU AMD A8-4500M 1.90GHz, RAM 4GB). The results in Table 9 show that the running time of HHA
is relatively short. HHA can quickly obtain a reasonable relief distribution solution.

Table 9. Running time of test cases.

Case Candidate Distribution Centers Demand Nodes Running Time (Seconds)

1 3 11 11.84
2 3 40 26.72
3 4 50 39.95
4 5 70 53.16
5 6 80 68.63

4.3. Managerial Implications

Earthquakes are a kind of natural hazard that occurs suddenly, causing great destruction, and often
leading to serious casualties. After the earthquake, the disaster areas urgently need a large amount
of emergency relief. In the early stages after an earthquake, it is difficult to distribute emergency
supplies from outside the disaster area to demand nodes in a short period of time. At the same time,
prepositioned relief in the disaster areas usually cannot meet the total need for all the demand nodes.

Psychology, prospect theory and behavioral science should be introduced into the research of
relief allocation and distribution. At present, the situation related to relief allocation and distribution
is usually published on the Internet in real time. Those affected by the disaster are physically and
mentally vulnerable. Thus, if the relief is distributed inequitably, the victims will always want to make
up the gap between themselves and the areas with the minimum loss due to the limited rationality of
human beings. Thus, a “bandwagon effect” is generated. The “bandwagon effect” may arouse victims’
anger and even cause mass incidents, leading to serious consequences, for example, relief looting
incidents in disaster areas. Therefore, relief distribution should put people first, and the emergency
supplies must be dealt out and distributed fairly in the early stages after an earthquake.

The road network may be destroyed to a certain extent after an earthquake. In extreme cases,
roads are badly damaged and it is difficult for vehicles to travel. Distribution planning of relief should
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be carried out reasonably according to road conditions. Multiple distribution tools should be used for
relief distribution according to the actual situation of affected areas after the earthquake. To delivery
vital relief to affected areas, the distribution tool with fastest speed should be assigned to deliver relief
(for example, helicopters).

5. Conclusions

Focusing on the shortage of relief in a disaster area in the early post-earthquake stage, LRP
was studied from the perspective of fairness. Urgent window constraints, partial road damage,
multimodal relief delivery, disaster severity, and the vulnerability of each demand node when its
demand is unsatisfied were considered in order to develop a multi-objective model for fair LRP using
the lexicographic order object optimal method. The goals of the LRP model were to (1) minimize the
maximum loss of demand nodes, which is the index of fair allocation of relief, (2) minimize the total
loss of all nodes, which is the index of relief utility, and (3) minimize the maximum time required for
demand nodes to receive relief. The HHA was proposed to solve the model. Finally, the feasibility
and validity of the model and the HHA were demonstrated by camp distribution in the first day
after the Wenchuan earthquake in China. The proposed approaches not only quickly solve the relief
distribution program in the prescribed period after the earthquake, but also take fairness and utility
into consideration.

Further research will consider the dynamic scheduling of emergency vehicles, coordination
among emergency vehicles, and big data in humanitarian supply chain management. For example,
humanitarian organizations need information to effectively execute their task. The concerns identified
for big data in humanitarian supply chain management are humanitarian logistics, remote sensing,
information security, social media, and so on (Gupta et al. [39], Masuya et al. [60]). In particular, big
data analytics capability could enhance trust and collaborative performance between civil and military
organizations engaged in disaster relief operations (Dubey et al. [61]).
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